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Abstract 

 
Purpose: How Chinese people behave toward French Luxury Brands? 

Method: This paper is built on a deductive approach following three main hypotheses. Secondary data 

were retrieved from books, studies and articles found in Halmstad library and several databases. 

Moreover, primary data were also collected through a questionnaire; which shapes the major lines of 

our conclusions. 

Theoretical Framework: The frame of references follows our three hypotheses. First, the cultural 

differences between France and China are highlighted through concepts such as: Hofestede cultural 

dimensions, Mezirow’s theory and Guanxi. Then, the Mianzi philosophy and the flying geese 

paradigm are used to support the hypothesis that brands could be used as social markers. Finally, 

several theories about the country-of-origin effect are used to analyse the image of French products in 

China. 

Conclusion: The authors conclude that French luxury brands are considered on the Chinese south-east 

coast as a mark of high quality, prestige and fashion. These features partly motivate their purchasing 

decision, whereas the country-of-origin itself is not a convincing argument.  These brands, usually 

expensive, are nowadays perceived by Chinese as a way to emphasis their wealth and thus social 

status. This behaviour shows a growing individualism toward French luxury brands ownership in a 

country historically ruled by collectivism. The contributions and further studies possible are finally 

established at the end of this paper. 

 

Key Words: China, French, luxury, LVMH, cultural dimensions, individualism, collectivism, 

Confucianism, social classes, inequalities, social marker, country-of-origin effect, stereotypes.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Referring to the foreign trade advisers, the Chamber of Commerce and the economic mission of China 

(2007), the “Middle Kingdom” has been through three implementation phases. First, the 1980s were 

stressed by the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) open-policy and the creation of special development 

areas, which offered a favourable economical and juridical environment to foreign investors. Then, 

there was a turning point in the 90s with the first relevant flux of French implementations in China; it 

occurred in all sectors. The intensity varied with the maturity of markets, but also with conditions of 

the reception of foreign investments. The 2000s were marked by China membership to the World 

Trade Organisation (WTO); beyond the tax harmonisation and the removal of regulatory barriers, its 

entry improved the scale of investment environment. Moreover, it enabled the acceleration of French 

establishments. In fact, the French presence can now be estimated, according to the last data collected 

by the Economic mission of China (2007), at approximately 1,800 establishments for 850 companies; 

mainly located in Beijing (39%) and Shanghai (31%). 

Today, China represents, according to the monthly report (2011) made by the French Embassy in 

China, the 3rd luxury market with approximately 12% of the world sale. This is a significant part in a 

dynamic point of view; indeed 5 years ago, the “Middle Kingdom” represented only 1% and Louis 

Vuitton currently knows a growth rate of 50% every year (economic mission of China at al,, 2007). 

Chinese wealth can be traduced by its fast development with an ostentatious consumption, which 

shapes itself through luxury products; indeed as said Jack-Franck Dossin from Godman Sachs 

Company, cited in Siboni (2007), Chinese like to show they have come a long way. Furthermore, 

China currently knows a notable geographical, ethnical, cultural and economic diversity which meets 

luxury products clients; divided into highly wealthy persons and the growing white-collar social class, 

whom are constantly seeking luxury (Siboni, 2007). Consequently, social gaps are increasing in a 

country known as being collectivist and merely ruled by Confucianism (P.King and C.X.Wang, 2006).   
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What is more, according to, Anne-Marie Sigmund (2006), in 1978, China has experienced a series 

of reforms (created by Deng Xiaoping), such as “Get rich” aphorism, which changed deeply its 

economic and social system. Thus, the country has experienced a tremendous economic growth. 

Furthermore, during the 90's, this rapid development allowed the spread of basic necessities, 

generating an enrichment which created a booming luxury sector only after one generation. As said 

Jean-François Arnaud (2007), this generation concerns the children born in the period when the 

doctrine of the only child was reigning in China. These children are henceforth named the “Little 

emperors”. 

Subsequently, as stated previously by Dollar (2007), there are some income, health and education 

inequalities between the urban working-class and the educated professionals. 

 Consequently, the government took some measures to moderate this trend. In fact, according to Lim 

(2011, April), today, words such as: luxury, royal, high class and regal, should not be used anymore on 

the advertising billboards of the capital, Beijing. China Daily (cited in Lim, 2011, April) reported that 

the main goal of this campaign was the protection of social harmony, and it is also aimed at hampering 

the implementation of foreign luxury brands.  

The reasons why the social gap is not accepted can be linked to Geert Hofstede study (2001) about 

cultural dimensions, which highlights collectivism priorities, that can be observed in China, versus 

individualism ones, that is typical of western cultures. In an overall view, China’s culture is 

completely different from French one, and therefore it constitutes some barriers to business. Due to 

this reason, this study will analyse how Chinese people perceive, and thus, behave toward French 

companies’ strategies, in spite of cultural differences.  
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1.2 Problem 

Subsequently, the aim of this report will be to understand the following issue:  

How Chinese people behave toward French Luxury Brands? 

The Chinese market is attractive for foreign investors, and it is supposed to remain so as far as the 

economic growth creates local commercial opportunities (economic mission of China at al,, 2007). 

This market’s dynamic correlates with the whole country’s trend, which slowly but significantly 

climbs the rate of economic development. Thereby, according to Goldman Sachs, cited in Siboni 

(2007), Chinese will be the first customers of luxury in 2015, with approximately 30% of market 

share. This is the main reason why this study has been conducted.  

1.3 Purpose 

In order to answer to this issue, this report will be built into four main parts. First, the basis of this 

analysis will be Hofstede theory about cultural dimensions; through this theory the cultural differences 

between western and Chinese cultures will be highlighted. The previous researches made about this 

topic, by others authors such as: De Mooij (2004), P.King & X.Wang (2006) and Dowling (2001) will 

support this reflexion. Various concepts will be used such as: social class theory (i.e. status markers, 

show off luxury) and country of origin effect (i.e. French lifestyle, stereotypical evaluation of product, 

westernisation). Furthermore, some others theories as degree of involvement in the luxury sector and 

branding image will be used as complements. Then, as a second part, the methods used will be 

developed and the relevancy of the survey carried out will be demonstrated, thereafter, will follow the 

collection of empirical data. Thereby, the previous materials will be exploited and compared to the 

theoretical frame. For this study, our guiding example will be LVMH; companies such as L’Oréal or 

Moët & Chandon will also be used to back this study. Finally, the report will end with a critical 

examination of the studied results.   
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1.4 Delimitations 

This study will be focussed on the urban areas of the Chinese south-east cost (Beijing, Shanghai, 

Guangzhou and Hong-Kong), and the temporal starting point will be the 2000s: the entry of China in 

the WTO. This study is concerned about how Chinese, aged between 16 and 35 years old, react to the 

branding strategies set by French luxury companies in China. Thus, this is the consumers’ point of 

view that will be considered, and not the companies’ ones. In addition, this study will only cover: the 

brand perception of consumers, cross cultural dimensions and social class concept.   

However, this study will exclusively focus on social aspects. Therefore, political and economic 

frames will not be discussed, for instance subjects such as joint-ventures will not be examined.    
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2 Frame of References 

Several theories and models already deal with the social cultural factors that influence the business 

relationships and consumers’ behaviour. This dissertation will be structured with many elements, 

already treated previously. However, this analytical support will be used and interpreted, in order to go 

forward an issue embedded in the current concerns.  

2.1 First Analytical Support: Two Basically Opposite Cultures 

Geert Hofstede theory (2001) will be the basis of this analysis; translating the cultural differences and 

hampering the acceptance of French luxury brands in the Chinese market, into a theoretical model. 

Hofstede (2001) has conducted several famous studies of how culture influences the values in the 

workplace. In order to realise them, a large database of employees’ values scores has been collected by 

IBM in more than seventy countries, between 1967 and 1973. In addition, six more countries and 

regions were analysed for the 2001 edition. (Hofstede, 2001). According to Hofstede (2001), the five 

dimensions that distinguish a country from another are the following: 

 Power Distance (PDI): In a society, all individuals are not equal and this index express the 

extent to which unequally distribution of power is expected and accepted within a country by 

the members of institutions and organisations. 

 Masculinity (MAS): Opposed to the Femininity, a country with a high masculinity index will 

emphasise competition, achievement and success. On the contrary, a low score means that 

people from this society are more concerned by others and quality of life; indeed, in a Femi-

nine society, it is not admirable to stand out of the crowd. 

 Uncertainty avoidance (UAI): This index reveals the extent to which a society accepts uncer-

tainty concerning the future that can never be known.  

It also states if a country tends to feel threatened by unknown situations and if it tries to avoid 

those by creating institutions and beliefs. 
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 Long term orientation (LTO): Added in 1991 by Michael Bond, this index linked to Confu-

cius, states if a society is more likely to long-term or short-term oriented.  

 Individualism (IDV): This index deals with the degree of interdependence between the mem-

bers of a society.  

Even if things has changed, since the analysis has been made, this study allows us to compare 

French and Chinese behaviours when doing business, regarding to their respective culture. As long as 

the different indexes are completely different in China and in France (PDI excluded), these different 

dimensions will be briefly described, referring to Hofstede (2001): 

 PDI: According to Hofstede (2001), the PDI dimension reveals mostly the same trend in Chi-

na and France; both countries having only a 12% difference in their results. Consequently, 

France, and more especially China (80%), tend to accept the unequal distribution of power 

among their population. 

 MAS: Concerning the masculinity index, the difference is not huge, however, the two coun-

tries can be classified differently. With 43% France is a Feminine country, on the other hand, 

China with 66% is considered as being a Masculine society. In fact, according to Hofstede 

(2001), many Chinese will sacrifice family and leisure to work. For instance, shops are open 

late, migrated farmer workers will not hesitate to leave their family to seek job opportunities 

and Chinese students are very concerned by grades and rankings. 

 UAI: Chinese, with 40% (46% less compared to France), seem to be comfortable with ambi-

guity. Pragmatism is a part of their life and laws and rules may be flexibly adapted to the cur-

rent situation.  This characteristic can be seen in the Chinese language, which is made of nu-

merous ambiguous meanings (Hofstede, 2001).  However, we have to take into consideration 

that when the study has been made, the majority of Chinese businesses were small, medium 

sized, or family owned. 
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 LTO: According to the figures found by Hofstede, it cannot be denied that this is a major 

point on which French and Chinese are opposed. In fact, with 118%, China is a highly long-

term oriented society. Thrifty, people tend to spare resources and invest in long term projects 

(Hofstede, 2001). What is more, the order of the relationships, which is made by status, is ob-

served and new conditions can lead to tradition adaptations. 

 IDV: The IDV index reveals that France is an individualistic society with 71%; compared to 

China, which only reaches 20%. Being a highly collectivist culture, this means that people 

tend to interact in the interest of the group, rather than pursuing self-interest first, in opposition 

with France. This index will be the centre of our cultural approach. 

Besides, it is somewhat reminiscent that, according to P.King & X.Wang understanding of Mezi-

row’s Theory (2006), western and Asian values are fundamentally opposed. The main activity that 

supports and cultivates western’s mores and culture is the coordination of critical and reflective think-

ing. On the contrary, Asian people coordinate the inner reflection which expressed itself through per-

spectives, decisions and actions being transformed. In fact, they follow the Confucian theory which 

focuses on the pursuit of wisdom and emphasis the silent inner reflection. Through individual enlight-

enment and responsibility, Confucian theory allows managing the balance of society and universe. 

Furthermore, Confucianism is based on the idea that the group takes precedence over the individual. In 

fact, the way of thinking is that the extended self is the group; an individual lives in an interdepend-

ence framework with other members of the society (cf. attachment 1). However, P.King & X.Wang 

(2006) reveals that when this individual is in a western society, he or she would prefer to magnify its 

independence.  

What is more, one of the Confucianism's components is the Guanxi. According to Siboni (2007), 

this concept describes the relationships resulting from the exchanges of favours or “connections” 

which are beneficial for both parties engaged. Often used in business, it is more than a simple 

interpersonal relationship; indeed, this concept includes mutual obligations (e.g. request for 

assistance). 
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Nevertheless, this reciprocity is implicit, both parties do not need to be equivalent, there is no time 

specifications. Siboni (2007) also states that the development of the luxury sector in China has been 

historically due to the gift tradition (related to the Guanxi) and by a statutory consumption (Siboni, 

2007).  

Furthermore, while men were representing 75% of luxury products sales in China in 2003, 

purchasing luxury products to show their success, Chinese women are nowadays gaining 

independence and entering the luxury market (Siboni, 2007). Moreover, the author also states that, the 

principal change observed among the customers of luxury products is the entering on the market of 

children born during the only-child policy, thus issued after 1979.  These young adults, who have 

never known the economic communism and the poverty that made their parent’s daily life, show 

unexpected economical and sociological characteristics. These new consumers have grown in a 

context of economic development which taught them optimism and ambition; this has generated 

among them a willingness to buy luxury products.  They also show a clear individualism which 

contrasts with the collectivism of the former generations; that is why they catalyse around them the 

expectations and sacrifices of their relatives and grandparents (Siboni, 2007). These observations led 

us to the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: There is a change of behaviour toward French luxury brands tending to a form of 

individualism. 
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2.2 Second Analytical Support: Luxury Brands and Social Classes 

 As seen previously, western and Asian cultures have different ways of thinking, behaving, that involve 

different criteria of buying behaviour (Siboni, 2007). 

Subsequently, Hofstede, P.King & X.Wang, De Mooiji, Hollis and Doyle & Stern theories allow to 

set that although many differences divide westerners and Asian such as the self-concept versus the 

collectivist one; Asian societies are willing to fundamentally change their inner self-concept. This is 

due to the reason that the luxurious sector had the opportunity to rise itself such as a social status 

marker. In other words, it redefines the conception of identity and social position in Asia. 

 Thereby, luxurious products appear to be obvious and necessary in China. In fact, as the social gap 

helps to increase the importance of luxury, it apparently deserves many sacrifices for the white-collar 

class, whom want to reach the same social status that the upper-class. In fact, this luxury consumption 

has long been reserved to the middle and upper classes. According to Xerfi Enterprises (2011), Asian 

countries, such as China, represent an undouptable opportunity for French brands  as long as the 

economic growth generates an increase of the middle and upper classe. China having a high density of 

inhabitants, that is why LVMH continues to open shops in the “Middle Kingdom”. However, as the 

white collars want to adopt the upper classes’ consumption behviours, they are now considered as new 

potential customers. For instance, Angelica Cheung, cited in Siboni (2007), editor-in-chief of Vogue 

in China, said that they can save three months of wage just in order to buy a Louis Vuitton bag. That is 

why, luxury brands are interested in their purchasing power, their number and especially their 

consumption behaviour. In addition, the term “yueguangzu” was created to qualify these people who 

spend their whole wage in luxury products. 

Consequently, the fact that luxury products became a necessity (representing success and high 

social status) and are not superfluous cannot be denied.  A study conducted by TNS Sofres, reported 

by Siboni (2007), confirmed it by mentioning that only 2% of its respondents found a relationship 

between luxury and superficiality; thus, this link is almost non-existent.  
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Furthermore, referring to the KPMG report (2007), “China: The New Lap of Luxury”, the “little 

emperors” syndrome created eager and craziness of brands among these new consumers, who 

perfectly know what they want. They expect the best and are not ashamed to ask for it. Luxury 

products add to their material excellence an immaterial excellence, allowing them to play a key role in 

China by helping the expression of social status and financial success. In fact, the Chinese named 

“new riches” want to wear brands known and recognised. This phenomenon can be linked to Chadha 

and Husband theory cited in Schwarz and Wong (2006), which defines luxury brands as means for 

Asian to redefine their identity and social position: “In today’s Asia, you are what you wear. Due to 

rapid social and economic changes, your place in society […] now depends only on how much money 

you have.” 

More importantly, it can also be emphasised that the Chinese face sociological concept of Mianzi 

plays a role in the widening of the social gap. In fact, according to the China Youth Daily (2011), one 

of the best way of gaining face is to “be able to do something that other cannot do”, and this can be 

through the purchasing of luxury products. Furthermore, as said Schwarz (2006), in Chinese’s culture, 

“face is a strong social influence”, therefore, Chinese luxury customers have a significant need to do not feel 

excluded. In fact, this is not due to a need of esteem or want to stand out of the crowd, but for the reason that 

they have the willpower and desire to fit in with their next-of-kin (e.g. family or friends); and this desire is 

satisfied through the purchasing of luxury brands allowing them to reach the “face” they are seeking. In 

addition, Ernest &Young’s Lung said, cited in Schwarz and Wong’s report (2006): “Chinese luxury 

buyers do not mind paying higher prices for brands that their friends and family believe are top 

quality.” 

As stated beforehand, there is a huge importance of social status in China, which expresses itself, 

nowadays, through luxury brands. It can also be noticed that westerners and Asian do not classify their 

priorities needs and desires in the same order, and thus might have a different perceptions of social 

status. 
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 In fact, Martin Roll (2005) remained in his book “Asian Brand Strategy”, that the Maslow pyramid 

is not as accurate in Asia as in Occident. The reason is that the top of an Asian culture pyramid is not 

only made of prestige and self-actualization but also of admiration and status.  

Furthermore, referring to Barrere (2007), French society has been worldwide recognised for having 

set up and regulated the standards in culinary and haute couture sectors; indeed, for many years now, 

France has been recognised as an international fashion capital (e.g. Louis Vuitton, Jean-Paul Gaultier 

etc.). 

What is more, the following model made by Chadha & Husband (2006) cited in Siboni (2007), 

“The Cult of the Luxury Brand” model is a comparison between different levels of development in 

luxury markets in Asia. In fact, Chadha & Husband (2006) use the same concept of flying geese 

paradigm, firstly developed by Akamatsu in 1930s. The model below shows a diffusion of the luxury 

sector in Asia: 

Model 2.1.1: 

 

Source: R. Chadha and P. Husband, Cult of the Luxury Brand: Inside Asia’s Love Affair with Luxury, 
2006 
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Moreover, this figure shows the greater maturity of the luxury market in Hong-Kong, but also 

emphasises the expansion of the Chinese luxury market into the “show off” stage; due to the growing 

diversification of these consumers.  

As China rapidly grows, this theory shows that its vastness is leading to an heterogeneity in the 

luxury sector; indeed there is a moving up within the luxury brand range and a sophistication (due to 

the influence of “little emperors”, increase of women power etc.) in large cities, while others just begin 

to express themselves in 2nd-tier cities, and emerge in the 3rd-tier cities, (Chadha & Husband, 2006, 

as cited by Siboni, 2007).  

Therefore, this spreading requires for luxury brands a growing awareness of cultural differences, 

for the reason that a unique strategy cannot be established, due to the diversity of consumers. In fact, 

there is a quantitative and qualitative diversity between the purchasing power and buying behaviour 

due to the huge cultural differences among Chinas (Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan/China) and within 

inside mainland China. These observations led us to the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2: French luxury brands are used as a social marker in China; it allows climbing the social 

ladder. 

2.3 Third Analytical Support: Western Stereotypical Concept  

Davis, Chun, Vinhas Da Silva and Roper (2002), talk about the country-of-origin effect in their book 

Corporate Reputation & Competitiveness; indeed, they cite Schooler et al. (1987) who has established 

that customers tend to associate the quality and reliability of a product with the level of 

industrialisation of the country of origin. What is more, according to their theory, variables such as: 

traditions, historical events, political and economic maturity, relationships etc., also have an effect 

upon customer buying decisions. Referring to Erikckson et al. (1984) cited in Davis et al. (2002), these 

stereotypical information are more likely to be used by potential customers when there is a lack of 

information about a product. However, this effect will often influence the perception of customers on 

some features and more especially on quality (Lumpkin et al., 1985, cited in Davis et al., 2002).  
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This image of quality, which will be particularly susceptible to the country-of-origin effect, will be 

exploited by brands if positive (Kaynak & Cavusgil, 1983 cited in Davis et al., 2002).  

The importance of the country-of-origin effect can also be seen in Bernstein model (1984), 

referenced in Davis et al. (2002), (c.f. attachment 3). It shows that the reputation of the brand is built 

from the company, to which are added some considerations such as the industry (second layer) and the 

country-of-origin (third layer).  

In a nutshell, a favourable country-of-origin image has a positive effect on perceived quality 

(Bilkey and Nes, 1982, Ozsomer and Cavusgil, 1991, cited in Schroeder and Salzer-Mörling, 2006).  

This belief that stereotypical information are used in the evaluation of product process is also 

backed by De Mooij (2004). In fact, she stated that the country-of-origin represents a way of life, and 

its image has different impacts in all different countries. De Mooij (2004) also discusses about foreign-

sounding brand names that shape potential customers’ perceptions, and underlines that France is, 

globally speaking, seen as a mark of: fashionable clothes, style, refinement and design. Furthermore, 

this idea is approved by Peabody (1985) cited in Schroeder and Salzer-Mörling (2006), who affirms 

that French people are distinguished by their aesthetic sensibility and good taste.  

However, cultural differences should not be forgotten. In fact, De Mooij (2004) also shows 

differences between strong brands in individualistic and collectivistic cultures. On one hand, the main 

features are uniqueness, distinction and coherent characteristics. On the other hand, strong brands 

personalities are viewed such as a part of a set. As the concept of personality does not exist in Asia (as 

seen in 2.1 section), this is rather a corporate personality than a brand personality.  Due to this reason, 

Asian companies tend to inspire trust, in order to persuade consumers to buy their products. Thus, De 

Mooij (2004) explains that a western company can be perceived as arrogant or even insulting, by 

emphasising on the particularity and consistency of its brands. This perception of brand personalities, 

between individualist and collectivist cultures, can be associated with P.King & X.Wang (2006) 

theory, previously established. In fact, cultures and brand personalities are indissolubly linked. 
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This idea is backed by, Hollis (2008) who writes that the first step when implementing a marketing 

strategy abroad is to find the right balance; some aspects of brands can be exported successfully while 

other have to be adapted. In fact, companies should decide whether they will develop one global 

marketing campaign, or introduce one that fits with local cultures; this being a matter of efficiency. 

 Nevertheless, these differences in advertising effectiveness can be counterbalanced by the 

stereotypical evaluation process which emerges as a trend and could be called “westernisation”: the 

social process of converting practices and customs or becoming familiar to western culture.  Referring 

to Chadha & Husband (2006) cited in Siboni (2007), in developing countries, people tend to think that 

western products are made of better quality than local brands’ offers. She even states that luxury 

brands need to portray a western quality to succeed.  

 The author also establishes that in big cities, such as Beijing, local consumers are becoming 

westernised in their attitudes toward fashion foreign brands. Thus, the loyalty toward these brands is 

eventually increasing.  Finally, Hollis (2008) reminds that customers prefer brands that are true to their 

origins.  

Therefore, these data will be used as tools; indeed, the possibility of a French-image helping the 

acceptation of tricolour products in China will be raised afterwards in this report.  

Hypothesis 3: French-image plays a positive role in the purchasing decision of Chinese customers. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Inductive and Deductive Researches 

Globally speaking, two types of researches can be identified: deductive and inductive.  

Referring to Greetham (2009), in a deductive approach, the analysis starts with theories on which 

are based some hypotheses assumptions. Then, observations are realised, the main aim being to 

confirm or reject the hypotheses established beforehand.  On the other hand, Greetham (2009) also 

establishes that inductive researches start with observations, from which patterns are set. Then, this 

information is finally used to broader generalisations or theories.  

In this paper, a deductive approach will be used from general theories to specific cases.  

3.2 Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches  

Concerning the data collection, two different approaches are commonly used: quantitative and 

qualitative. While the first one focuses on figures and frequencies, the second is usually based on 

words and/or facts (Denscombe, 2007).  

Descombe (2007) establishes that the qualitative approaches answer to the research question by 

collecting non-numerical data. Beginning with a specific situation, the qualitative research seeks 

models or themes in the data, afterwards raises a temporary hypothesis. Finally, theories and findings 

are developed. Most of the time, the collection of this type of data is carried out through: interviews, 

observations, broad and exhaustive field notes.  

Besides, Denscombe (2007) describes the quantitative method as a collection of numerical data, 

that helps to answer to the research question of the study. Researches using descriptive, correlation, 

prediction, and control methods, are included in the quantitative method; however, it is not restricted 

and bordered to them. In addition, a numerical data collection, such as surveys, tests, and observation 

checklists, is required for this type of research (Bui, 2009). Due to this reason, this study will rely on a 

questionnaire as main primary data; therefore, a quantitative approach will be used to obtain relevant 

information that can be compared to the theories established beforehand.  
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3.3 The Nature of our Research Topic  

As a deductive approach is used, we dealt from general theories to specific cases. For instance, 

knowing a body of literature about the luxury market in the Euro-Asia area, we decided to develop this 

subject in a way that not has been cover beforehand. Furthermore, as far as this report needs to be 

sustained by specific and reliable supports, we have collected and gathered various data, already raised 

by different authors, allowing us to ensure the smooth functioning of our study. Being interested in the 

luxury sector, we have naturally elected its leader: LVMH, first in the top rank referring to Forbes 

(2008), as our main guiding example. Furthermore, L’Oréal, in the cosmetic sector, will also support 

our analysis. Therefore, our kinds of research questions and the nature of our research topic can be 

expressed through three categories: descriptive, explanatory and exploratory. 

According to Creswell & Piano Clark (2007), the explanatory research is aimed to answer to the 

question of why by explaining things rather than just reporting them.  This is an extension of 

exploratory and descriptive research by its identification of the links between actual reasons why a 

phenomenon occurs; it should enrich the reasons behind a theory. However, whether there are several 

arguments for a specific phenomenon, this is important to figure out which one is the best response. 

Furthermore, concerned with causes rather than theories, the explanatory research method is used to 

explain a causal relationship; thus, hypothesis are raised and then tested against data collected.  

Nevertheless among these different research methods, descriptive and exploratory approaches have 

been chosen; as described afterwards.  

 Exploratory Approach 

According to Graziano & Raulin (2004), the exploratory research allows obtaining a greater 

understanding about an issue, which was previously researched but not depth. Therefore, the 

exploratory research gathers information and develops ideas in order to acquire a deeper understanding 

of an unsolved matter. 
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 In order to solve the issue of our report, we first collected some secondary data, most of them hav-

ing been retrieved from the following databases:  

- Business Source Complete: this database gathers peer-reviewed, business related journals 

in fields such as: Management, Marketing, Economics, Finance, Accounting etc. 

- Euromonitor international: this database provides macro-economic data about indus-

tries, countries, companies and consumers analysed into market researches. 

- XERFI international: this company reveals, every years, several market studies, sector-

based expertises and forecasting on the international and French markets.  

- ScholarVox by Cyberlibris: this tool is also called “digital library for business schools” 

and allows people to read full-versions of books. 

- Halmstad university library 

- Internet researches 

 As well, some books found at Halmstad University were used to build and organise the frame of 

references. Then, these books and Internet were the basis of our initial problem statement; indeed, 

Hofstede cultural differences were established thanks to Hofstede’s website and highlighted by authors 

such as De Mooij.  

 

 Finally, this first part has been completed by several studies found on accessible databases. Thus, 

specific information on the French-Chinese business relationship and current situation were found. 

 

 Moreover, some relevant reports and studies have been found and have provided exact data con-

cerning the implementation of French luxury brands into the Chinese market. Among these supports, 

“Le Livre Blanc” (that can be translated into the “White book”) ,which subtitle could be translated as 

“the challenge of French investments in China”, is a governmental report made in 2007 by the Eco-

nomic Mission of China, the Foreign Trade Advisers and the Chamber of Commerce in China. This 

document, available on Internet, estimates the weight of the Chinese market for French companies. 

Moreover, it provides quantified data about the implementation of the guiding examples of this paper: 

LVMH strategies and L’Oréal communication strategy. 
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 Sector based expertise on LVMH and L’Oréal, have also been collected on XERFI database. 

Therefore, most of the exact economic figures stated in this report have been retrieved from these doc-

uments, in order to highlight the importance of the Chinese market for these companies. 

 

 Furthermore, some general economic information about China have been found in economic re-

ports published by the French embassy in China. 

 Descriptive Approach 

 As highlighted in Graziano & Raulin (2004), the descriptive research allows identifying why some-

thing occurred; indeed this is a feature of exploratory research. However, the problem is treated in a 

more descriptive way and is more reliant on anterior ideas and methods. For instance in this case, this 

research will help us to find out which kind of group currently purchase French luxury brands in Chi-

na, although western cultures were qualified as individualist and Asian culture as collectivist (Hostede, 

2001). What is more, Siboni (2007) underlined the growing social gap among the Chinese population 

and the greediness of luxury felt by the white collars. In the meantime, the government took some 

measures toward luxury brands’ advertising in Beijing (Lim, 2011).  Thus, this report raised the possi-

bility that French luxury brands could be used as social makers.  Furthermore, we have seen previous-

ly that in 2007, Louis Vuitton have a growth rate of 50% every year in China (economic mission of 

China at al,, 2007).  French luxury brands seem to prosper in the Chinese market, and some authors 

such as Davis, Chun, Vinhas Da Silva and Roper (2002) explain it as the country-of-origin effect. 

These facts led us to think that the success of French luxury brand in the Chinese market is partly due 

to its country-of-origin image. Being in a descriptive way, this report is aimed at finding out what 

drove these facts to occur. 

Unsurprisingly, notable effects happened, indeed, these ones allowed us to develop some hypothe-

ses and then draw explanations. 
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3.4 Two Types of Data  

According to Bui (2009), primary data, or first-hand information, are the present-day and original 

upshots of studies gathered by the researchers. Usually, these investigations are exhaustive and 

encompass all the information relating to the study.  

Bui (2009) explains also that secondary data embodies data collected for another purpose, i.e. these 

data describe or sum up the works of others. As we have seen previously, to perform this research, our 

secondary data has been arranged from databases, books, and previous studies on LVMH and L’Oréal.   

3.5 Population and Sampling of the Research 

To begin with, a population is, according to Greetham (2009), “the entire group of subjects that might 

be part of the study”.  This term can be assimilated to the “sample”, which is a subset of it.   

As explains Bui (2009), a sampling is when among a study population, some participants are 

selected and then are investigated. This sample must be representative, meaning that the whole 

population should be represented (Greetham, 2009).  The reliability and also the conclusions drawn 

after depend upon this selection and also upon the size of the sample. Moreover, there are two types of 

sample selection: random and non-random. Since we are doing a quantitative method we will do a 

random selection. According to Greetham (2009), the most reliable sample selection is randomly.  

However, even if this author states that random sampling is more relevant when the population is 

homogeneous, which is not the situation in China, according to “Bulletin Économique de Chine” 

report (2011), we used this kind of sampling method to collect our primary data. 

In fact, we used “cluster samples” as long as we restrict the population surveyed to the urban areas the 

east cost of China, including: Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Hong Kong. Thereby, they share one 

characteristic and thus can be considered as being a homogeneous group in a certain extent (Greetham, 

2009).  

What is more, our choice has been driven by the fact that non-random sampling often provides a 

weak starting point for generalisations (Greetham, 2009). Otherwise, in a broad view, the studied 

population is made of people living in big cities of the east coast of China and aware of luxury brands. 
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Thereby, the study sample is made of people aware of: L’Oréal and/or Louis Vuitton and/or Hermes 

and/or Möet & Chandon. Finally, as long as we wanted to test their awareness and not their buying 

habits, we restricted the sample into two groups:  students and workers, all aged between 16 and 35 

years old. Subsequently, most of them belong to the only child policy generation. 

Moreover, in order to make this analysis as relevant as possible the Chinese workers surveyed have 

been classified into three social categories, defined by Tanyu (2010) in the article “Shanghai’s 7 Social 

Classes”. In fact, three categories were selected for this analysis: working class, white collar and 

middle class.  

These categories can be gradually classified regarding to their income: 

- Working-class:  the monthly income per individual ranges between RMB 1,000 to 3,000. 

- White-collars: the monthly income per individual ranges between RMB 3,000 to 10,000. 

- Middle-class: the starting monthly income per individual is RMB 12,500 to 30,000. 

3.6 Instrument of Data Collection: Questionnaires 

Data collection instrument are used to conduct the study, i.e. it expounds thanks to which process the 

data were gathered and which procedures were pursued throughout the study. Several ways can be 

used to collect these data; however, itemised descriptions in this part are highly important, for the 

reliability and replication.  

As said previously, a quantitative approach has been made. Among survey’s methods, we decided 

to use a questionnaire as main tool.  According to Greetham (2009), this allows obtaining a general 

picture of a situation and thus  it supports the reflexion thanks to opinions and ideas collected through 

in-depth interviews, case studies and observations. Numerical results, once gathered, provide an 

overview of the trends among a certain population.  However, this method presents some advantages 

as disadvantages which are, referring to Greetham (2009), the following ones: 

- Advantages: cheap and rapid, this method is ideal when it is achieved on a sufficiently large 

numbers of respondents. What is more, as long as it’s impersonal, it tends to be more reliable 

and sensitive questions can often be covered thereby. As well, the questions being the same 

for all respondents, their answers can be effectively compared.  
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Finally, geographical advantages have to be taken into consideration: questionnaires can cover 

a larger geographical area and people can fulfil it wherever they want, at their own pace.  

- Disadvantages: however, it cannot be denied that this method presents some disadvantages. In 

fact, figures proved that there is, globally speaking, a low rate of response. Moreover, this way 

favour respondents that are more literate and simple questions often restrict the depth of re-

sponse.  

Concerning the type of question, according to Greetham (2009), two types of questions can be 

broadly defined: open and closed questions, depending on the nature of the information needed. The 

questionnaire carried out in this research is based on the most commonly used questions, being the 

closed ones. Moreover, Greetham (2009) defines six different kind of closed questions, four of them 

being used in this questionnaire: 

- Categorical questions, testing different attitudes toward a proposition. For instance, the ques-

tionnaire asks if the French image influences the purchase of the product; people surveyed can 

only answer yes or not.  

- Numerical questions, in which respondents answer with a number. This type of question is 

used for initial informative questions such as the age. 

- Multiple choice questions, in which respondents must choose one answer between exclusive 

options. For instance, the questionnaire asks where do the respondents come from; only one 

answer is possible. 

- Multiple response questions, allowing people surveyed to choose several options among the 

ones suggested. We used this technique, indeed our questionnaire asks which adjectives quali-

fy the most French products according to the respondents’ opinion; 5 answers being allowed. 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to ensure that the materials collected are objective and reliable and the 

results found have to be balanced.  
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3.7 Distribution 

In order to reach the most Chinese as possible, the questionnaire has been hosted on an Internet 

website, Surveypie.com, and we tried to designed easy questions so that self-completion 

questionnaires can be effective.   

Then, the survey has been sent to our different contacts based in China. What is more, we 

encouraged the participation of Chinese people studying in Halmstad and we also fostered the 

spreading of our questionnaire by convincing them to share it to friends and family in their home 

country.    

The sources of the answers, listed by Surveypie, show that most of the respondents have accessed 

the survey thanks to direct link or hotmail e-mails. What is more, online social networks such as 

Facebook, Weibo (the Chinese twitter) and Renren were mainly used to direct the respondents on the 

survey page. 

3.8 Questionnaire: Nature of Data Collected  

The table 3.8.1 are gathered the five categories allowing us to organise the information sought through 

our 19 questions (c.f. attachment 1). 
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Table 3.8.1 

Nature of Data collected 

Category Information sought 

 Demographics questions 

 Gender 

 Age 

 Origin 

 Status 

 Salary 

 Brand awareness 

 Perception of French brands - Behaviour 

toward them 

 Advertising forms 

 Purchasing decision drivers 

 Cultural facts 

 Individualism vs. Collectivism  

 Buying occasion  

 Feeling created by the ownership of French 

luxury brands 

 Social class concept 

 Brand as a social marker 

 Category (i.e. worker or non-workers) 

 Affordability of French luxury products 

 French Image 

 Purchasing influence 

 Preference between French & Chinese brands 

 Stereotypes about French products 
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4 Empirical Part 

In order to organise our data collected, this empirical part has been divided into four main sections. 

First, we deal with the demographical information of our sample and its global awareness of French 

luxury brands and their advertising. After this informative part, we divided our findings according to 

our three hypotheses set up beforehand: a form of individualism in Chinese’ owning patterns, French 

luxury brands as social marker and the French image in the purchasing decision (see part 2: Frame of 

References). In order to do so, the data will be reported using descriptive statistics, which refers, 

according to Bui (2009), to a set of methods and concepts used in organizing, tabulating, depicting, 

summarizing and describing the data collected from the sample.  

Our numerical data are presented through pie and bar charts as well as tables and were selected 

depending on their relevancy. Therefore, they are used and analysed in our analytical part in order to 

confirm or reject our three hypotheses. 

This survey has been carried out on 150 answers retrieved from 167 respondents; living on the 

south and east-cost of China. Their demographic information have been gathered in the following 

table (table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1 

Demographic Information 

Geolocation Beijing Guangzhou Hong Kong Shanghai Total* 

Female 13 13 12 60 65.3% 

16-25 11 11 9 36 44.7% 

Student 11 9 7 26 35.3% 

Working class 

 

1 

 

1 1.3% 

White-collars 

 

1 2 6 6% 

Middle class 

   

3 2% 

26-35 2 2 3 24 20.7% 

Student 

   

2 1.3% 

Working class 

 

2 

 

3 3.3% 

White collars 2 

 

3 11 10.7% 

Middle class 

   

8 5.3% 

Male 9 6 3 34 34.7% 

16-25 8 6 

 

23 24.7% 

Student 6 6 

 

19 20.7% 

Working class 1 

   

0.7% 

White collars 

   

4 2.7% 

Middle class 1 

   

0.7% 

26-35 1 

 

3 11 10% 

Student 1 

  

4 3.3% 

Working class 

   

1 0.7% 

White collars 

  

3 2 3.3% 

Middle class 

   

4 2.7% 

Total* 14.7% 12.7% 10% 62.7% 100% 

Note. *in percentage (three significant digit of numbers) 

 

Regarding to the table 4.1, the sample is made of 52 men (34.7%) and 98 women (65.3%). Among 

them 104 (69.4%) are aged between 16 -25 years old, and 46 (30.7%) between 26-35 years old. Their 

wage allowed us to deduce their social category, according to Tanyu’s criteria (2010). In fact, 60.6% 

(see table 4.1) of the Chinese surveyed are students and 39.4% are workers. If we only consider the 

workers category: 57.6% are white-collars, 27.1% belong to the middle-class and 15.3% to the 

working class (c.f. appendix 2). Furthermore, the respondents had to be aware of at least one of the 

French luxury brands suggested in order to belong to this survey.  
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As said previously, the survey we conducted gave us a panel of 150 participants divided into two 

categories: non workers and workers. The last one is made of three social classes: working class, white 

collar and middle class.  

At the question “Among these brands, which one(s) do you know”, ( see figure 4.2) the awareness 

of Louis Vuitton is about 98% for the students, 89% for the working class, 100% for the white collar 

and 100% for the middle class . This is an interesting fact for us, due to the reason that we can from 

now make some deductions: the more the participants are aware of Louis Vuitton, the more chance 

there is that they saw their advertisement. Furthermore, l’Oréal and Hermes awareness rate is also 

substantial, with a minimum of 73% of awareness per social class. However, Moët & Chandon never 

goes beyond the 11%. 

 

Figure 4.2: Brand Awareness per Social Status: “Among these brands, which one(s) do you 

know?” 

Concerning the question about the advertising from French luxury companies, we realised that 110 

participants watched them on TV, 104 on social network (e.g. Weibo), 65 on the official website of the 

brand and 58 in newspapers and magazines. However, only 54 of the participants saw them on posters 

and 37 on billboards; certainly due to the measures taken by the government in order to moderate the 

spread of luxury brands (see Figure 3.3). 

Student Working class White collar Middle class

L'oréal 92% 89% 85% 94%

Louis Vuitton 98% 89% 100% 100%

Hermes 73% 89% 91% 94%

Möet & Chandon 18% 11% 12% 25%
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Figure 4.4: Advertising form of French Luxury Brands: “You are aware of French Luxury 

Brands because you saw their advertising on…” 

4.1 Findings Related to Hypothesis 1: There is a Change of Behaviour toward 

French Luxury Brands Tending to a Form of Individualism   

At the question of “Globally speaking, you prefer...?" the answer “To be the only one getting a 

product” received 53%  of the answers and the alternative “That you and all you friends get it also” 

47% (see figure 4.1.1). Among the 53% (98 respondents), 58 are women. 

 

Figure 4.1.1: Preferences toward ownership: “Globally speaking, you prefer…” 
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Then, it has been asked for which events/occasions the respondents would be likely to buy these 

luxury brands. In order to narrow down the answers so that we can separate the own consumption to 

the purchase as a gift, we suggested the participants to choose between  four different alternatives. We 

observed  that a majority of them, with 34%, were likely to buy the product as an occasional gift 

(birthday, spring new year etc.). Then, “Pleasure to offer gift (for your family, friends and etc.)” and 

“Regular personal consumption” as reasons to buy luxury products come after with respectively 30% 

and 23%.  Finaly, “Impulse purchase” has been the least given alternative with 13% of the answers 

(see figure 4.1.2). 

 

 

Figure 4.1.2: Purchasing occasions: For which events/occasions would you buy them? 

Moreover, we asked our sample, which French luxury brands they use or would be willing to buy 

in the future. As far as this question is a multiple choice question, the figure 3.4 gathers the number of 

positive answers per brands. We can observe that only 30 respondents (20%) do not use or would not 

buy any of these luxury brands in the future. Subsequently, we can notice that 120 respondents (80%) 

use or would buy at least one of the suggested luxury brands.  
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Figure 4.1.3: “Among these brands which one(s) would you buy or use in the future?”   

Furthermore, 48% of the female surveyed answered they use or would buy Louis Vuitton products 

in the future whereas only 45% of the male would.  

4.2 Findings Related to Hypothesis 2: French Luxury Brands are Used as a Social 

Marker in China; it Allows Climbing the Social Ladder 

Regarding to the question “Do you consider French Luxury Brands as a social marker?” we received 

109 answers (73%) that agree on this fact whereas 41 answers (27%) were opposed to this idea (see 

figure 4.2.1). In addition, among the 58 women, who answered to “be the only one getting a product”, 

44 consider French luxury brands as a social marker. 

 

Figure 4.2.1: “Do you consider French luxury brands as social makers?” 
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Furthermore, the data collected has been retrieved in the table 4.2.2 according to the social category 

of the respondents. We can observe a higher percentage of white-collars (79.4%) and working class 

(77.8%) considering French luxury brands as social markers.  

Table 4.2.2  

Perception of French luxury brands as social markers per social classes 

Categories No Yes Total 

Student 29,7% 70,3% 100,0% 

Working class 22,2% 77,8% 100,0% 

White collars 20,6% 79,4% 100,0% 

Middle class 31,3% 68,8% 100,0% 

Total 27,3% 72,7% 100,0% 

 

Moreover, the results of the question “Among these brands, which one(s) do you use or would you 

buy in the future?” which has already been described beforehand in the figure 4.1.3, can be depth in 

order to answer to our second hypothesis. In fact, we have seen that 20% of the respondents are not 

using or willing to buy any of the suggested French luxury brands in the future. Among the 80% left, 

who are using or willing to buy at least one of the French luxury brands, we can see in the figure 4.2.2 

which percentage they represent for each social classes.  
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Figure 4.2.3: Percentage of respondents/category using or willing to use at least one of the 

suggested French luxury brands in the future. 

Furthermore, we can focus on the awareness of people living in Hong Kong and compare it to the 

other cities of China. In fact in the table 4.2.4, it can be observed that 27% of the 15 respondents from 

Hong Kong know Moët & Chandon whereas only 16% of the 135 respondents from the other cities 

gathered do. Therefore, among our sample, there is a greater knowledge of the French Champaign in 

Hong-Kong compared to the other Chinese cities selected. 

Moreover, this trend is also noticed for Louis Vuitton and Hermes; indeed, 100% and 93% are 

respectively aware of the two brands in Hong-Kong against 96% and 77% for Chinese cities. 

Table 4.2.4 

Awareness of French luxury brands in Hong Kong and other Chinese cities 

 
Number of respondents 

Awareness 

Möet & Chandon Louis Vuitton L'Oréal Hermes 

Hong Kong 15 27% 100% 80% 93% 

Chinese cities 135 16% 96% 90% 77% 
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4.3 Findings Related on Hypothesis 3: French Image Plays a Positive Role in the 

Purchasing Decision of Chinese Consumers 

At the question of “Does the fact that they are French could influence your purchase” (see figure 

4.3.1), we wanted to know if the French-image plays a positive role in the purchasing decision of our 

Chinese respondents. Our questionnaire revealed that 76% of the Chinese surveyed consider that the 

French origin does not play a role in their purchasing decision; which is supposed to be the contrary as 

explained in the theoretical framework.  

 

Figure 4.3.1: Does the fact that they are French could influence your purchase? 

Besides, we used the method of the “trick question”; it means that two questions, that are 

apparently different, relate in reality to the same thing. In fact, the first question allows having a more 

sincere answer to the second one, due to the reason that the first one is straight and clearly asks what 

the interviewer wants to know. Thereby, the second question appears different to the respondent, 

however, it reveals his/her inner feelings if he/she did not answer spontaneously to the first one. 

For instance, regarding to their preference, 50% of the Chinese surveyed said they would favour 

French luxury products (see figure 4.3.2), although as seen in the figure 4.3.1: 76% of the Chinese 

participants answered that the French origin does not play a role in their purchasing decision. Besides, 

22% have no preference between French and Chinese luxury goods (see figure 4.3.2).  Thus, it can be 

underlined that there is a tendency to prefer French luxury products rather than Chinese ones. 
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Figure 4.3.2: Country-of-origin preferences: “You prefer to buy…” 

What is more, it has been asked what would be the main drivers of the purchasing decision of the 

sample, if they had to buy French luxury products. The results showed, in the figure 4.3.3, that 37% of 

the Chinese surveyed would buy French luxury goods because of their quality. Then, 31% consider the 

image reflected by French luxury brands as main driver of the purchasing decision. Finally, 22% 

elected “You are fashionable” as favourite alternative while only 5% would buy French products to do 

as their friends. The last 5% would buy them for other reasons such as “Show-off”.  

 

Figure 4.3.3: Inner purchasing drivers: “You will eventually buy these products because...” 
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Furthermore, we asked which adjectives qualify the most French products in their opinion and the 

three main adjectives selected by the respondents among the thirteen suggested (c.f. appendix 1) were: 

fashion, luxury and romantic, with respectively 106, 99 and 92 answers.  
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5 Analysis  

This part is aimed to have a narrow view of the findings introduced previously. The data collected 

thanks to our questionnaire will be analysed and relied on the theoretical framework established in part 

3. The main objectives are to obtain a precise idea of how Chinese people aged between 16 and 35 

years old, living in the South and East coast, behave toward French luxury brands. In fact, the 

hypothesis stated beforehand will guide this analysis.  

5.1 Hypothesis 1: There is an Increase of Individualism in China.   

The development of the luxury sector in China has been historically due to the gift tradition (Guanxi) 

and by a statutory consumption, evolving in a system that fosters group interdependence over 

individual interdependence. (Siboni, 2007). 

Secondly, with an IDV index reaching only 20%, we have seen that China was definitely a highly 

collectivist culture, meaning that people tend to interact in the interest of the group, rather than pursu-

ing their self-interest first (Hofstede, 2001). What is more, this society is merely ruled by Confucian-

ism. This philosophical system is based on the idea that the group takes precedence over the individu-

al. Thus, the individual lives in an interdependence framework with other members of the society 

(Mezirow, cited in P.King & X.Wang, 2006)     

Finally, Siboni (2007) established that, while men used to be the main consumers of luxury brands, 

Chinese women are nowadays more willing to buy luxury products. Moreover, it has also been 

established that the children born during the only-child policy were nowadays representing a 

significant part of luxury products customers; raised in an individualistic way, these “little emperors” 

seem to be less concerned by the group and are more likely to absorb their parents’ wages for their 

own consumption.  
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 Cross Analysis  

First, at the question “For which events/occasions would you buy them?” the majority (64%) answered 

that they would buy French luxury products as gifts, i.e. occasional and family gifts (see figure 4.1.2). 

In the other hand, the 23% left would be more likely to buy these products for their own consumption. 

Consequently, it seems as if the gift tradition was still one of the main drivers of luxury products 

purchase. These empirical facts remind what has been established in the frame of references: the 

Guanxi concept, as a result of Confucian values, has fostered the development of the luxury brands 

business in China. Therefore, our results showed that the gift tradition is not only the starting point of 

the spreading of French luxury brands in China but is also, still today, a major driver of this business. 

Thus, we can state that the majority of our sample shows collectivist values in their purchasing 

patterns. 

 However, the findings showed that 53% of the Chinese surveyed prefer to “be the only one getting 

product”; this could be a sign of individualism; people would tend to prefer to stand out of the crowd. 

On the other side, 47% of the respondents show signs of collectivism, saying they feel more confident 

when everybody gets the same product (see figure 4.1.1). However, regarding to Hofstede studies, 

which were carried out between 1967 and 1973, it cannot be denied that China was, during this time, a 

collectivist culture. Therefore, China being a collectivist country, the results of our question “Globally 

speaking you prefer…” should have shown a clear preference for the answer “that you and all your 

friends get it also”. On the contrary, the results demonstrated an opposite trend (54% of the 

respondents preferring “to be the only one getting a product”). Thus, although China remains a 

collectivist country, it should be taken into account that, among its population, is growing some forms 

of individualism; which is partly expressed through their owning patterns. 

Furthermore, the respondents are aged between 16 and 35 years old, meaning that most of them are 

issued from the only child policy. As long as 80% of them answered that they use or would buy at 

least one of the French luxury brands suggested in the future, we can deduce a noticeable willingness 

to buy French luxury products from these customers, who are also commonly called “the little 

emperors” (see figure 4.1.3).  
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In fact, these results back Siboni statements (2007) which establish that these “little emperors”, who 

have grown up in an individualist environment, are nowadays potential consumers of luxury brands in 

China; and therefore French luxury brands. 

More precisely, for a brand such as Louis Vuitton, which can be bought by both male and female, 

the answers of the questionnaire showed that 48% of the female would be likely to buy this brand in 

the future, whereas 43% of the male surveyed would. Thus, it seems as if there were as many male as 

female who are nowadays greedy of luxury products. However, men being historically the first 

consumers of luxury brands (Siboni, 2007), their number should have been higher; if they were still 

the main consumers of these products. Consequently, the role of the gender and the age of the 

population might partly explain the changes in the consumption of French luxury products in China. In 

fact, while men were the first consumers of luxury products in China, the questionnaire shows that the 

number of women buying French luxury brands is now significant; indeed women seems to stand out 

of the crowd and change the trend. Therefore, Chinese women also belong to the new segment of 

customers of French luxury brands. 

In a nutshell, we can highlight two new groups of customers purchasing French luxury products: 

the “little emperors” and the women. In addition, it seems as if luxury goods were becoming “must-

have products” for them. Therefore, they may be the new customers of French luxury brands of the 

China of tomorrow. 

 Hypothesis: Confirmed or Rejected  

To conclude, with 47% of the sample answering that they prefer to have the same products than their 

friends, and the gift tradition being still the main driver of French luxury brands business in China, it 

cannot be denied that the majority of Chinese remain collectivist. However, it has been shown that a 

part of the population was tending to be more individualistic in their owning patterns of French luxury 

brands. This change may be explained by the growing importance of women and “little emperors” 

consumption. Consequently, the hypothesis is confirmed: there is a change of behaviour, toward 

French luxury brands, tending to a form of individualism.   
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5.2 Hypothesis 2: French Luxury Brands are Used as a Social Marker in China; it 

Allows Climbing the Social Ladder. 

According to Hofstede (2001) France is an individualistic country with an IDV index of 71% and 

tends to accept the unequal distribution of power among its population, with a PDI of 68%. Besides, 

referring to Barrere (2007), French society has been worldwide recognised for having set up and 

regulated the standards in culinary and haute couture sectors. For many years now, France is 

recognised as an international fashion capital (e.g. Louis Vuitton, Jean-Paul Gaultier etc.). In fact, due 

to the fashion ability to describe and characterise status, it can be easily understood why, hierarchy is 

at the centre of the French culture and is expressed through the appearance. On the contrary, according 

to Hofstede (2001), China is a collectivist country with only 20% for its IDV. This low rate is 

explained by the fact that, referring to P.King & X.Wang (2006) understanding of Mezirow’s theory, 

the group takes precedence over the individual and there is no pursuing of self-interest. However, the 

PDI index of China reaches 80%, meaning only 12% of difference with France's PDI; thus they accept 

the hierarchy. 

According to Lim (2011, April), the Government of China took some measures against foreign 

luxury brands, by forbidding the use (on the advertising billboards in Beijing), of words such as: 

luxury, royal, high class and regal. This measure was taken in order to protect the social harmony, 

apparently damaged, due to the widening of the social gap. This trend is explained by Chadha & 

Husband theory (2006) cited in Siboni (2007), expounding that luxury brands help Asian to redefine 

their identity and social position.  

Above all, this social gap is clarified by Chinese face sociological concept of Mianzi; indeed, 

according to the China Youth Daily, French luxury products became a way of gaining face. This 

theory is supported by “The Spread of Luxury Model” by Chadha and Husband (2006) cited in Siboni 

(2007). This model shows the moving up within the luxury brand range and a sophistication in large 

cities of China.  
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 Cross Analysis 

In the figure 4.2.1, the findings show that 109  respondents (73%) confirm their agreement with the 

fact that French luxury brands are used as a social marker in their country; while only 41 (27%) think 

the contrary. Furthermore, as seen previously, 53% of the respondents prefer to “be the only one 

getting a luxury product”. This tendency to express themselves, that can be interpreted as a form of 

individualism, seems to confirm the importance of the expression of status in China. 

In fact, P.King & X.Wang (2006) explained that Asian societies are able to magnify their 

independence when they are in a western society. In other words, this theory redefines the conception 

of identity and social position through luxurious products which appear to be more and more obvious 

and necessary in China; indeed 80% of our respondents use or would buy at least one of the suggested 

French luxury brands (see figure 4.1.3). Therefore, through these answers, it can support the idea that 

China is well in the “show-off” stage; which is, according to Chadha & Husband (2006), cited in 

Siboni (2007), an acquirement of symbols of wealth and display of economic status through luxury 

brands.  

Moreover, in Chadha & Husband model (2006) can be observed a greater maturity of the luxury 

market in Hong-Kong. This tendency could be confirmed by our results revealing that Chinese people, 

living in Hong-Kong have a higher awareness of French luxury brands, comparing to Chinese people 

living in the west-coast of China (see table 4.2.3). Thus, this greater awareness let us think that they 

are well in the “way-of-life” stage.  

Besides, through the answers of our respondents, and according to the frame of references, we can 

notice at least three main actors considering luxury brands as usual or necessary in their life. 

Firstly, according to Chadha & Husband (2006) cited in Siboni (2007), the “little emperors” are 

aged between 25 and 30 years old and are nowadays potential consumers of luxury brands in China. 

As seen previously, our sample is made of people aged between 16 and 35 years old and 80% of them 

use or would like to use at least one of the French luxury brands suggested. Therefore, the “little 

emperors” could be included and considered in this analysis. 
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Secondly, according to Siboni (2007), the other basic trend, that plays a role in the game of 

customisation’s request of luxury in China, is the social liberalisation and the growing economic 

independence of women. Chinese women are entering the luxury market and their independence is 

nowadays growing (Siboni, 2007); women become the future consumers of luxury sector in China. In 

fact, this statement has been backed by our findings in the analysis of hypothesis 1 (see section 5.1.1). 

What is more, as seen in the empirical part, 58 of women (out of 98) answered “to be the only one 

getting a luxury product” (for 40 “that all your friends get it also”), and among them, 44 (out of 58) 

consider French luxury brands as a social marker (see 4.1 and 4.2 sections). Subsequently, we tend to 

deduce that these 44 women, i.e. 44.9% of them, want to differentiate themselves through French 

luxury brands; thus, they may be willing to magnify their independence through luxury brands.  

Thirdly, according to Siboni (2007), the white-collars save their money for months by buying Chi-

nese goods for their home (e.g. food, electrical household appliances) and save their money for 

months, just in order to buy and then wear foreign brands. Even if we cannot prove that they save their 

whole salary just in order to buy luxury goods, the results of our empirical analysis (see figure 4.2.3) 

can however note their willingness to use foreign brands, especially French luxury brands: 76% an-

swered that they use or are willing to use French luxury brands in the future. Moreover, if we only 

take into account their monthly wage, we have to notice that they use or are willing to use French lux-

ury brands although they cannot afford them. What is more, 79.4% of the white collars surveyed (table 

4.2.2) answered that they consider French luxury brands as a social marker. For this question, they 

reach the highest percentage observed compared to the four others categories of respondents. Thereby, 

these facts could confirm a real desire to climb the social ladder through luxury brands.  

In addition, we can observe that the other social categories are on the same tendency: 78% of the 

students, 89% of the working-class and 94% of the middle class use or are willing to buy French luxu-

ry brands.  

Consequently, although white-collars cannot regularly afford to purchase luxury brands, i.e. as 

much as upper wealthier classes, they have a willpower and desire to use luxury brands in the future 

(see figure 4.2.2 and 4.2.3).  
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Therefore, this desire to wear luxury brands, by the three previous categories stated, could be 

linked to Chadha and Husband (2006) statements cited in Siboni (2007), which explain that nowadays, 

in Asia, your clothes and accessories reflect who you are; therefore, how much possibilities you have 

determine your place in the Chinese society. Thus, what your wear tend to reflect your social status. 

 Hypothesis: Confirmed or Rejected  

We can deduce that for a Chinese, showing his/her power means shaping his/her identity and social 

position by gaining face. This fact is confirmed by Siboni (2007), who says that this emerging luxury 

is related on appearance and is fundamentally interpersonal (i.e. show off). Furthermore, the results of 

our survey gathers 109 respondents (73%) who agree with the fact that French luxury brands are used 

as a social marker and 53% prefer to be the only one getting a product. As our hypothesis 1 was 

confirmed (showing that there is a change of behaviour, toward French luxury brands, tending to a 

form of individualism), a tendency to use luxury brands as a social marker, which is also a form of 

individualism, seems indeed noticeable.  

In fact, China PDI index, which reaches 80%, shows that the country accept an unequally 

distribution of power (Hofstede, 2001). Therefore, as luxury is linked to a representation of social 

status and differentiation within the other social classes —this is not a differentiation within the same 

social class—(Siboni, 2007), we might assert that luxury brands play a role in this distinct repartition 

of power and thus highlight this social organisation. Besides, we could also say that hierarchy in China 

is more and more expressed through the appearance, such as in France. Subsequently, thanks to our 

empirical data, which may notice a tendency to wear more and more luxury brands and thus use them 

as a social marker, it allows us to partly understand the reasons why the Government took some 

measures against foreign luxury brands (prohibition of the use of some words on the advertising 

billboards in Beijing).  

Consequently, these theoretical and empirical facts reveal and confirm our assumption:  among the 

Chinese population, the different social classes equally consume luxury goods, in order to signify a 

certain and different social status. Therefore, as stated beforehand, the hypothesis 2 can be confirmed: 

French luxury goods are a social marker of social success in the “Middle Kingdom”.  
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5.3 Hypothesis 3: French-Image Plays a Positive Role in the Purchasing Decision 

of Chinese Consumers. 

As established in the theoretical frame, Schooler et al. (1987) wrote that customers tend to associate 

the quality and reliability of a product with the level of industrialisation of the country of origin. 

However, according to AMS (2012), China is listed as a developing country. On the other side, France 

is considered by the International Trade Center (2011) as a developed country. Therefore, France 

should appear, for Chinese people, as an industrialised country. Consequently, this reasoning led to 

think that Chinese people should value French products as quality ones.  

 Furthermore, Davis, Chun, Vinhas Da Silva and Roper (2002) established that the customer buying 

decision was affected by some variables inherent to the country such as traditions, historical events, 

political and economic maturity and relationships. Then, Lumpkin et al., 1985, cited in Davis et al., 

2002 stated that stereotypes will often influence the perception of customers on some features and 

more especially on quality. Moreover, De Mooij (2004) said that France is seen as a mark of: 

fashionable clothes, style, refinement and design. Concerning this same subject, Chadha & Husband 

(2006) cited in Siboni (2007), also added that in developing countries, people tend to think that 

western products are of better quality than local brands’ offers. Finally, Hollis (2008), emphasised in 

her theory that some aspects of a brand can be exported successfully abroad, while other have to be 

adapted. 

 Cross Analysis 

In the empirical part established beforehand, we have seen that the highest rate of the Chinese sur-

veyed (37%) for this question would consider the quality as the main driver if they had to purchase 

French products, even before the self-expression through brands (see figure 4.3.3). This fact can be 

assimilated to the theoretical data, which stated that the image of quality of products from a specific 

country is linked to its level of industrialisation; westerners’ products being globally seen as offering 

better quality than local offers. Now, France is a developed country, therefore its products should be 

seen as quality ones.  
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The questionnaire showed that Chinese people would buy French products because of their quality.  

Consequently, even if it cannot be guaranteed that the level of industrialisation is the main factor here, 

the theory of Schooler et al. (1987) seems to be confirmed: France, as a western industrialised country, 

carries a quality image for its products. 

  

The theoretical data stated that the buying decision is influenced by some variables and stereotypes. 

Now, the questionnaire showed that French products are seen by Chinese as being a mark of fashion, 

luxury and romantic, therefore it should influence their purchasing decision, as long as they are seek-

ing luxury and fashion products (c.f. 2.2. Second analytical support). Here we can consider that these 

aspects of the French brands have been successfully implanted in China. In fact, 32% of the respond-

ents answered that they would buy French luxury products for the image that they reflect (Figure 

4.3.3). In addition 50% of the sample would favour French luxury brands over Chinese ones, while 

only 5% of the respondents would prefer to buy Chinese concurrent products (Figure 4.3.2). Subse-

quently, French luxury products seem to enjoy the stereotype of quality commonly attributed to 

French products by Chinese consumers. All the statements made beforehand, can be mapped out and 

adapted from Dowling’s model (2001); see attachment 4.  

 

 Nevertheless, surprisingly, more than three-quarters of the Chinese surveyed answered that the 

French origin was not influencing their purchase. 
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 Hypothesis: Confirmed or Rejected   

 

As a conclusion, even if the questionnaire revealed that Chinese people do not buy French products 

because of their origin, it seems as if that the origin was however carrying a positive image that foster 

the sales of French luxury products in China; the French-image tends to play an unconscious influence 

in the purchasing decision of Chinese consumers. Consequently, according to our findings, the hy-

pothesis cannot be confirmed but nuanced: Chinese consumers are not buying French luxury products 

because they are French, but for the features they offer.  
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6 Conclusion  

The purpose of this thesis was to study how Chinese people behave toward French luxury brands. In 

order to answer to this research question, we first set up three hypotheses, according to the frame of 

references available. Then, we compared them to the results of a survey, which has been conducted on 

150 participants retrieved from 167 answers. This sample is made of Chinese people, aged between 16 

and 35 years old, living in an urban area located in the south east coast of China. They were selected 

according to their knowledge of French luxury brands. This analysis drove us to the following final 

conclusions, concerning their behaviour toward French luxury brands such as Louis Vuitton.  

Through the results of this survey, we might underline a desire of self-expression within the 

Chinese society, and thus, emphasise a rise of a form of individualism in a country merely ruled by 

collectivist values. In fact, these collectivist values were first acknowledged by our results, showing 

that the gift tradition, which belongs to the Guanxi concept, remains one of the main drivers of the 

purchasing of French luxury brands in China.  In fact, 64% of our respondents would buy French 

luxury brands as gifts, for occasional events or by pleasure to offer. 

Nevertheless, we have noticed a growing form of individualism in their owning patterns toward 

French luxury brands; indeed: 53% of them prefer to be the exclusive owner of a product.  

Furthermore, our studies confirmed a new wave of French luxury products customers, issued from 

the only-child policy. Among them, we can highlight at least three categories: the little emperors, the 

women and the white collars. We decided to analyse and focus on the behaviour of these three 

categories, as long as they have been defined previously by several authors as being the luxury 

products customers of tomorrow; our results seem to confirm their statements. As long as 80% of our 

sample (which is made of Chinese born during the only-child policy), use or is willing to buy French 

luxury brands in the future, we can consider them as “little emperors”, referring to Siboni’s criteria 

(2007). What is more, we saw that a significant number of the women surveyed (44.9%) are using or 

willing to buy French luxury brands in the future and also want the uniqueness of their purchasing; 

therefore, they may magnify and express their independence through luxury brands.  
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Finally, the frame of references establishes that the white collars can dedicate their salaries to the 

purchasing of luxury products: further to our questionnaire, the results showed that 76% of the so 

called “white-collars” use or would use French luxury brands in the future. Furthermore, if we only 

take into account the amount of their salary, they can probably not afford this purchase.  

Besides, it has also been observed that French luxury brands tend to reflect the social status of the 

owner, and thereby, Chinese people use them as a social marker. This fact has been acknowledged by 

our sample, with 73% of them considering French luxury brands as social markers. Then, the 

willingness to buy these products, among the three categories cited above, has also been demonstrated 

(see table 4.2.2): it can support the fact that China is currently entering what Chadha & Husband 

(2006) call the “show-off” stage of the Spread of Luxury Model.  Therefore, it would confirm their 

willingness to acquire symbols of wealth and to display their economic status. Furthermore, a greater 

awareness of French luxury brands has been noticed for Hong-Kong people, which could confirm the 

entering of the island into the “way of life” stage (according to Chadha & Husband criteria). Thus, 

they might be locked into luxurious habits. 

Finally, further to this study, it cannot be denied that the French-image tends to play an 

unconscious influence on the purchasing decision of Chinese consumers. In fact, 37% of the Chinese 

surveyed answered that they would buy French luxury brands for their quality. Therefore, as Schooler 

et al. (1987) establish that customers tend to associate the quality with the level of industrialisation of 

the country-of-origin, this idea could be confirmed as long as France is commonly classified as being a 

developed country.  

What is more, French products were described by our respondents as carrying an image of fashion, 

luxury and romance. These stereotypes are precious, knowing that 31% of the respondents would buy 

French brands for the image they reflect. Thus, these aspects of these French brands have been 

successfully imported. Moreover, half of the Chinese surveyed would favour French luxury brands 

over Chinese ones: these facts show a clear preference toward French products.  Nevertheless, the 

results of the questionnaire show that this trend is apparently not commonly acknowledged. 
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In fact, most of the people surveyed answered that the country-of-origin has no effects on their buying 

decision, while most of them also said that they would favour French brands over Chinese ones. 

To conclude, being able to afford French luxury brands show an undeniable mark of success in 

China, and thus, the belonging to an estimated and respected social class. Chinese people are proud of 

it and thus eager to show it. As a result, Chinese customers of luxury goods, whom nowadays compose 

a new clientele, see in luxury brands a way to emphasise their social status. What is more, this 

behaviour, which can be qualified as a form of individualism, seems to be legitimised by them. In fact, 

this is a legal way to emphasise their social status in a country ruled by collectivism. What’s a better 

way than the one offered by French luxury brands?   

 Contributions 

This study proved that French luxury brands are conformed to the theories which state that luxury 

consumption is related to the social marker in China. Moreover, it also shows that the overuse of 

luxury brands by the population can be linked to an increase of individualist owning patterns among 

the Chinese population. What is more, even if the country-of-origin effect has been established 

beforehand, this study reveals that Chinese customers do not really accept or realise this fact.  

 Further Studies 

Now that we have been dealing with the consumer point of view, it can be relevant and interesting to 

study the companies’ strategies. In fact, De Mooij (2004), cited in the frame of references, talked 

about cross-cultural brand personalities, and further studies could be made to analyse if French luxury 

brands use this social marker trend as a major sales argument in their advertising campaigns.    

What is more, in the introduction of this report, it has been established that the Chinese government 

took some measures to moderate this trend; indeed, by preventing words such as: luxury, royal, high 

class and regal, from the advertising billboards of the capital. In fact, it seems as if the government 

was trying to hide this trend rather than finding a proper solution, knowing that there is a widening of 

the social gap among its population. Therefore, as long as China is the third luxury market in the 

world, it would be relevant to study the benefits for the government and analyse what would be the 

economical drawbacks, if some real measures would be taken against this ostentatious consumption.  
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Finally, it would have also been interesting to compare the market of French luxury brands in 

China to the one of Italian luxury brands. In fact, the two countries are in competition in the world 

luxury market (e.g. Milan Fashion Week versus Paris Fashion Week). Thus, we tend to think that it 

would have been relevant to see which country carries a better image and for which reasons.  

 Limitations 

First of all, we have to draw attention to the limitations of small-scale research like ours; indeed, our 

analysis is based on 150 answers, and we can observe a disparity among our respondents:  91 students 

for only 59 workers (the majority being white-collars). Therefore, it cannot be denied that the results 

could have been more relevant if we would have used a wider and more balanced sample. What is 

more, we tried to make a sample of people issued from the only-child policy; however it would have 

been relevant to compare their answers to the ones of the rest of the population. 

Finally, we tended to generalise the conclusions made from luxury products in China to French 

luxury brands, due to the reason that LVMH is the leader on the Chinese luxury; indeed, Chinese 

customers are their first clientele in the world. However, it is obvious that French luxury brands are 

not the only luxury products that could be used as social markers in China. 

 Authors Point of View 

It is undeniable that LVMH group is currently the leader on the Chinese luxury market. However, we 

tend to think that if a company succeeds in reaching the same reputation as LVMH, the actual 

customers of the brand would probably shift for this new entrant; as far as it remains a potential social 

marker. Nevertheless, LVMH has still a bright future. In fact, China having a high LTO index, several 

years are necessary and required in order establish a mutual trust. Therefore, the possibility that a new 

entrant could overtake LVMH status of leader is limited, for the moment; only their current 

competitors could perform this knack. 

Besides, this emergence of a form of individualism observed can be nuanced and explained by the 

following possibility, even if our studies do not allow us to confirm it. After Deng Xiaoping’s 

aphorism, “Get Rich!”, has followed a form of collectivism; meaning that an excessive show of wealth 

could be a form of encouragement and incentive to get rich.  
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In fact, this show of success by wealthy Chinese people, through overuse of luxury brands, could be a 

form of encouragement for less wealthy social classes; indeed it motivates them to rise themselves at 

the same status. Therefore, we may think that Chinese people apply and respond to Den Xiaoping’s 

aphorism: a general enrichment of the whole population. This would allow them to reach, in a close 

future, a high standard of living aligned with developed countries’ ones. That is why our hypothesis 1 

confirmed a form of individualism legitimised and not a growing individualism among Chinese. 
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1. Attachments 

1.1 Attachment 1: Independent versus Interdependent Self  

 

Source: Markus and Kitayama, 1998 

1.2 Attachment 2: Six Types of Buying Behaviour 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Richard Vaughin, “How advertising works: a planning model”, Journal of 

Advertising Research, October 1980, p.30., cited in Doyle & Stern (2006) 
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1.3 Attachment 3: How Reputation is Created? 

 

Source: Bernstein (1984) cited in Davis et al. (2003) 

1.4 Attachment 4: 

 Network of images: Potential sources for leverage 

 

Network of images: Potential sources for leverage. Adapted from Dowling Model in Creating 

Corporate Reputations: Identity, Image, and Performance, 2001 
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2. Appendix 

2.1 Appendix 1: Survey 

This survey is exclusively reserved to people aged between 16 and 35 years old, coming from Beijing, 

Shanghai, Guangzhou or Hong-Kong areas. 

We are two French students from Halmstad University, Sweden, working on the implementation of 

French luxury brands in China. In order to achieve a relevant analysis, we would have liked to ask 

you some questions. This survey takes only 5 minutes, however, it will provide us a worthy and 

precious help. 

Informative Questions 

1. Gender □ Male 

 □ Female 

 

2. How old are you (in a western view)? □ 16-25 

 □ 26-35 

  

3.Where do you live in China?  □ Beijing (suburbs included) 

 □ Shanghai (suburbs included) 

 □ Hong Kong 

 □ Guangzhou 

4.What is your current status? 

 □ At school 

 □ Working full-time 

 □ Working part-time 

 □ Unemployed 

 □ Retired  

 

5. What is your average salary (per month) in Yuan?  □ Less than 1,000 

 □ 1,000 to 3,000 

 □ 3,000 to 10,000 

 □ 10,000 to 30,000 

 □ More than 30,000 
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Brand Awareness  

6. Among these brands, which one(s) do you know?  

□ L’Oréal 

□ Hermes  

□ Louis Vuitton 

□ Möet & Chandon 

□ None

     

7. Which ones have you ever seen in China? 

□ L’Oréal 

□ Hermes  

□ Louis Vuitton 

□ Möet & Chandon 

□ None 

     

8. According to you, which one(s) is/are French?   

□ L’Oréal 

□ Hermes  

□ Louis Vuitton 

□ Möet & Chandon 

□ None 

     

9. Among these brands, which one(s) do you use or would you buy in the future? 

□ L’Oréal 

□ Hermes  

□ Louis Vuitton 

□ Möet & Chandon 

□ None 

    

10. For which events/occasion do you buy them? (2 answers maximum) 

□ Regular personal consumption 

□ Impulse purchase 

□ Occasional Gifts (Birthday, spring new year) 

□ Pleasure to offer gift (for your family, friends and so forth) 

□ If others, please state: _____________ 
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French Image & Marketing 

11. Does the fact that they are French could influence your purchase? 

□ Yes □ No 

 

12. Globally speaking, do you think that French products are affordable (not so expensive)? 

□ Yes □ No

 

13. Which adjectives qualify the most French products in your opinion? (5 answers Maximum) 

□ Romantic 

□ Sporty 

□ Fashion  

□ Old fashion 

□ Luxury 

□ Casual 

□ Renegade 

□ Authentic 

□ Traditional 

□ Innovative 

□ Glamorous 

□ High quality 

□ Poor quality 

□ Others:____________  

 

14. You will eventually buy these products because..  □ You are fashionable 

 □ “My friends got one, I want also” 

 □ For the quality 

 □ For the image that they carry  

 

15. Do you consider French Luxury Brands as a social marker? 

□ Yes □  No  

 

16. Globally speaking you prefer... □  To be the only one getting a product? 

 □  That you and all you friends get it also? 

  

17. You prefer to buy...  □ French Luxury Brands  

 □ Chinese Luxury Brands 

 □ Both 

 □ Others 
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Advertising 

18. You are aware of French Luxury Brands because you saw their advertising on….(5 answers 

maximum) 

□ TV 

□ Radio 

□ Posters 

□ Billboards 

□ Free Samples 

□ Leaflets 

□ Newspaper & Magazines 

□ Luxury Brands wsite 

□ Social network  

(such as: Weibo) 

□ Others  

(please state):__________ 

 

19. Which main elements drive your purchasing decision of luxury products? (3 answers maximum) 

□ Price 

□ Packaging 

□ Recommendation from friends or family 

□ Picture of the product on an advert (e.g TV advert) 

□ Free samples 

□ Others (please state):__________ 

  

Thank you - 谢谢 – Merci beaucoup 

2.2 Appendix 2:  

Workers Category Total Total % 

Working class 9 15.3% 
White collars 34 57.6% 
Middle class 16 27.1% 
Total 59 100% 
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